DFEH is proud to have partnered with other state agencies and UC Irvine Law School to create a new interactive app to teach tenants and landlords about eviction protections and ways they can work together to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our free online trainings against sexual harassment at work are now available in Spanish!
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**Fair Housing**

Fact Sheet

---

**Fair Chance Act**

Criminal History and Employment
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**DFEH Employment Information**

on COVID-19
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**Hearing on**

Hate Violence in California
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NOTE: Additional languages are available on our Posters, Guides and Fact Sheets webpage.
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SEP 21 2020
Fair Employment and Housing Council:
Hate Violence Hearing

SEP 21 2020
Oaksterdam University Employment Series:
Employment and COVID-19

SEP 22 2020
Los Angeles District Office and San Francisco District Office:
Virtual EEO Seminar “Meeting the Moment”

SEP 24 2020
Alameda County Bar Association (ACBA):
Employment Law from Plaintiff, Defense & Government Perspectives

SEP 25 2020
Fair Employment and Housing Council: Remote Teleconference

SEP 28 2020
Oaksterdam University Employment Series: Equity Panel

SEP 28 2020
Shaw Law Group: Workplace Insights with DFEH

SEP 29 2020
Swords and Plowshares: Fair Housing Presentation

OCT 06 2020
NCERT Event: Harassment Prevention: Resources & Strategies For A Changing World

OCT 07 2020
California Association of Realtors:
Property Management Legal Open Forum (PMLOF)